Application of the statistical test of equivalent pathways (STEP) method to the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer.
Recently, we demonstrated a new method, STEP (Statistical Test of Equivalent Pathways) analysis, which differentiates first-generation product ions (primary product ions) from second-generation product ions (secondary product ions) obtained in tandem mass spectrometric (MS/MS) experiments on a quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer. The study presented here defines how to adapt the STEP method to a more routinely used mass analyzer, the triple quadrupole. New ion activation conditions were developed to adapt the STEP method to the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer using peptides and carbohydrates. The application of this method to the triple quadrupole is useful because it provides an efficient approach to differentiate primary and secondary ions on this instrument. Out of the total number of ions that were subjected to the STEP analysis, this method correctly identified 96% of ions as primary or secondary, indicating that this analysis is effective for carbohydrates and peptides undergoing collision-induced dissociation (CID) on a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer.